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From a mixture the pair of C.21a at left
was put aside due to the almost complete lack of letter impression, except..,,,,,..... ........... :..Of
for one or two cut but filled in holes.
I-have just acquired the corner block
at right showing exactly the same lack
of impression, possibly the position of
the first head. Note also similar hole
breaks in the cross bar of the 'N'
Top LElrH!!)
and down stroke of the 'R' in the
second impression. From the face
of the stamp, the single hole will
generally be passed up, the only
Wr^.ro,.^ clue being a lovely Winnipeg philatelic cancel.
° `1 Jon Johnson has advised that he
has examined this C.21a perforator, and that the pins seem intact in
the first die head. However he noticed that the weak or almost blind
impression was due to a looseness in a mechanisim bar possibly due to
wear. When the handle is depressed, the first die head remains static
and practically out of contact with the inserted paper. This rather
reminds me of a description one sometimes sees in an auction catalogue-'Almost Never -Iinged`. Jack Benningen.
S94

7o go along w.i L LAB above, 9LL Lud-ed .ul a
pair. o7f Sco .f No. 594, w.i 1L #1Le Aia hand
.' (ti po l-L i.on)

wi 'A no imp2e4AiLin- a; .

a LL.
'II

vi \1
---------------------------------

I have for some years kept a lookout for the U.S. counterparts of
some of our one-of-a-kind or'impossibles'. So in order that I will
at least know what the perfin looks
like, I keep and mount the U.S. examples in their logical spot. Some of our rare perfins are also difficult U.S. items but generally this is not so with larger companies.
Others may not have considered this approach if their perfin interests
are
confined.
J.B.
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C.12 - International Harvester Company.

STUDY AND IDENTIFICATION OF OFFICE USERS WITH MISSING CODE HOLES AND
OTHER DIE DAMAGE--TO ALLOCATE AND ELIMINATE 'BULLEVILLE' EXAMPLES.

C

C.12m - Montreal, Que.
Typ e - 8

Missing Die Punch Holes: No. 9.
(a) Code Pin '8' at position outside of C-c.
(b) C-3-8-12-13-15 Design Pins
(c)

H-2-6

(d)

to

it

1-1-2

it

Code Holes No.8 and C.8 are both 'missing'
in the illustrated example , with no blind
or partially cut holes apparent at either
#107 - 2c Admiral
However , on close examination
osition .
Reported toSubmitted
Study Group
in PVERY VERY FAINT roundness of the two
Reported
by the
asMichael B. Dicketts. impressions can be made out if held askance into a strong light with magnification. Within a scale of 1 to 10 the
'missing' holes. would certainly rate as a 1 - 1 1/2 for visual recognition, and for this study a new Index No.9 has been allocated.. Any
similar impressions with all of the above missing holes may be collected
and placed in'Montreal examples. If contrary information should later
prove otherwise and the Code and C-8 holes show progressive faintness,
such information will appear in these columns. This example has a clear
'28 date and two tiny bits of what appears to be a duplex cancel.
Similar early numbers may now turn up as a result of this new reporting,
perhaps even back to the Edwards when the Mtl. die was first used. I
have a 2c,Edward with some 13 design holes missing, but has the Code
Hole clear but not C-8 or the '0' position hole, and not related to
above. If we ever reconstruct the Montreal die head this very early
extensive damage will be traced down through the issues when sufficient
material comes to hand.
Also refer to the clear illustration of #219 under Index No.4(2) which
has the C-8 hole clear, but Code Hole #8 is 'missing' and classified to
the Montreal office.

C.12n - Ottawa, Ont. Missing Die Punch Holes: No.2(3).

C

Type - 9 () Ca A
,D
U e
1n CL
'9' nose
t t'
ion
t ou
'ds1fe C
o
9
(b) C-4-'?.-ll
(c) H-2
(d) 1-3
This sub (3) of Master Index No.2(2) is
4' +1,
4-1,
t'
#213 with an 1 endIca
1111
every
way, w1
e excep
ion
Ottawa machine cancel. of the addition of missing hole 1-3. It
is the first and only stamp reported to
date with the 1-3 missing hole. The picture
at left is made up as photo of original not
suitable for copying. The 'AWA' of Ottawa
and 'T' of Ont. is clear.

Recorded as a progressive die break.
Reported to Study Group March/84.
Submitted by Jean-Guy Dalpe.

C.12 - International Harvester Company.
STUDY AND IDENTIFICATION OF OFFICE USERS WITH MISSING CODE HOLES.AND
OTHER DIE DAMAGE--TO ALLOCATE AND ELIMINATE 'BELLEVILLE' EXAMPLES.
C.12n - Ottawa, Ont.
C71 41 Type - 9

Missing Die Punch Holes: No.10.
(a)Code pin '9' at position outside of C-9.
(b) Design Pin at C-4.
Note: All other 32 die holes are present,
sharp and clear.

As covered in the forward remarks and illustrations of this 'Ottawa' issue of the
Perforator, the missing die punch hole at
#150 - 2c Scroll position C-5 is apparently next in position
CDS faint OT---O. on the five die head and to the right of
Reported to Study Group in missing C-4. Therefore, when large stamps
March/84. Submitted by were perforated, the two missing design
Dave Hanes. pins, C-4 and C-5, both without Code Holes,
often appear together on the one stamp..........

C2^^ C.12n - Ottawa, Ont.
Type - 9

Missing Die Punch Holes: No.10(2).
(a) Code Pin '9' at position outside of C-9.
(b) Design Pin at C-4
it to
at H-2
(c)
Note: All other 31 die holes are present,
sharp and clear.

This has been considered a progressive die
b krea
f Io An Nex
10V.
b CL
4-1,
#199 - 5c Medallion
ove4-1,
wi edd't
a tona l
with portion of the missing hole at H-2. See illustrations and
Ottawa Roller cancel other stamps with similar missing holes in
as shown below on the Forward article of this Perforator.
------------------------------a later issue.
Positive identification is still needed for
the multiple C-4 and C-5 found on the large
stamp illustrated, since these missing die
holes appeared together on the five die head.
A pair of small sized stamps joining with
Die Position 3 or 4, both with Code Hole 9
present would be ideal. See die head reconstruction diagram in the Forward of this
Ottawa Perforator issue.
The IHC perforator machine now in possession
o the Postal Museum might solve this tiny
link, since there is a good possibility that
the machine might be from the Ottawa Office.
Reported to Study Group in March/84.
Submitted by Jack Benningen.

The missing C-4 and C-5
holes together on #142.
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C.12 - International Harvester Company.
STUDY AND IDENTIFICATION OF OFFICE USERS WITH MISSING CODE HOLES AND
OTHER DIE DAMAGE--TO ALLOCATE AND ELIMINATE 'BELLEVILLE' EXAMPLES...
C.12n - Ottawa, Ont.
Type - 9

al

Pissing Die Punch Holes: No.11.
(a) Code pin '9' at position outside of C-9.

C
(b) Design Pin at C-5.
Note: All other 32 die holes are present,
sharp and clear, as with Index No.
10 and missing hole C-4.
Reported to Study Group in March/84.
Submitted by Jean-Guy Dalpe.

#146 - 5c McGee
with S . O.N. OttawaCanada Roller.

----------------------------------------------C. 12h - Edmonton, Alta Missing Die Punch Holes: No.12.
C

II' Type - 5

(a) Code pin '5' at position outside of C-5.
(b) Design Pins at C-5-8-9.

Note: The #197 photo received was not suitable for copying, so the illustration
has been made up. Below is an example of the finer hole attributable
to Edmonton on #219, 3c 1935, which
was
removed from my own'Bellevilles'
#197 - 3c Medallion
as a result of this study and
CDS-24-35 Edmonton, Alta.
submission. Again a very poor thinned
Reported to Study Group in March/84. _ 77 /stamp.
Submitted by Jean-Guy Dalpe.
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r c cG
r a cq u ired a few 5.26 itcr,s to a (d to ray collection,
s,)eculat_ng
on the extent of u sage b Y v a r ious u sers of
got t,:u
1''rO;':l
r'
;r
0-,'In experi en ce it sec.-,i s to ,::c tha'c Cana di an
ne-rfor ator
Pacific is the ,iost prolific of perfin users. itecalling; the
checklists that were circulated to :nlernbcrs after the survey of g.overn,acnt user:: -r(re coc:pleted, :-,y bet is that C.26 can be found on :.:ore
issues titan an.;' other perfin dcsir;n. not onl,;r did CPA use their
machine Po,., sixt T years but they e,rploycd it on n or e values in great er
quantities ti_ar: anyone else.
^L!,'sr:il "1,

1

21.1is Lot, :: e to thinking about the other end of the scale. Jrich
user av_;lied ti:eir perforator to the srlallest range and quantity of
stas, ii,: researching, what follows I have excluded Anerican based
co:a)uanies for obvious: reasons. A check through ny personal records
reveals the following interesting details.
One stamp reported (Scott
2 11-

l ni ra ta;ips reported , ^0)

;' n n n (i; 3 9 10'/ )
P. i 3 n n t t
( ifl0 - , :a{ZI )

(7r 39 90 )
A .1+ tree stamps reported

( ^139 , 10h, 106)
A:.12
106,
•u n n
.1 >
(/x106,
10`x, i^.2]6
0.9 n if t' (;1106 , 10^, 103)
I,.6 Your stamps reported
.1_
1. 10b

(7i' 39, 90 , 91, 93)

it It if (90, 9_l, l04 , 106)
it
n
If
(106, 109, 165, 2 35 )

1'it_ r) of twelve designs is on :.lost )eope' s 'want list'
(including; ;dine) and represents a near i.ipossible challenge to those
bent on o-:I!ilri an c].as;ple of etch. They are cgitl n •.te users ( ut

see
cc._ncnts i,elow) of Canadian postage and are e::'.incntl,,;
collectible i;o everyone reading; these reran- s.
Ji1a. t . 1 C
ie as strange is why, after oayinz out good -_ioney to
protect t:ie conte.rits of the office stai,n:i) box, , would the usage be so
snail': -;o L,- ,ii,, :.usL we consider the few issues Liiat were _)unchCJ 1
lout the _ .a+:ti.ties tilecisclves. Even allowing for normal loss over
the years t :e (11-M-1)tities available for collector. s is infinitesJ_::al.
it is as if someone had set out to eliminate collectible copies by
perfc--a4as few str:^ ^s as ossible.
he ecor,o:::ics of this is beyond understand.i_ng, but the collecting
of Car_ti^i:i..rt _ucrf'ins is characterized by both excessive quantities of
a fe-.. i (he_l_l telephone, C : !_1 and CPS) and e:'-re, e scarcit;
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he that as it Inlay, l 'd ].ikCc to shore
grou p.
cu . ^r c oria on te twelve desi ns cited.
-rte
::i,ol-ilci r)rohably not be l.i ted ill this
:''c>u _in (scr also I'.1?) . Ti is is a ITS co:.n?ny,
os(',on hrancii riaciline for a : i)ecial?
:i aa..lir 1: i'Oi.' a one- tii;ie? Pur-oosc in tileir
`fan c:,aver ol.[icc.

a...on, anoti!c:.

rite.

C. 2):Log

Sri th a ^,Ji_nineg :Tos:
cod one dated 19011. The
is probably old
loch., cc l;hc E; the ^aa.ilin" use was confined to
s;,ort )er_i_od (1903/0^+). Did tile- user d?isolve

I-io core 's a re l no^.nl - one

ti_r. _!r 1J11f?iriCis , or lucre they hon_ ':1i u1) by so:ic011!' CISC?

1':I Li:..su.,_i..l" the user is : arshail ':+c,_ls, a
i:i:.^Icsale ii ardwarc conpa.r:;r, \ritii its parent
o"-ncr in )ulutii. Tile -,-107 was only reported in

the last; si,: „-cars. ii.20 is reported on fif- mil
teen issues beg inning T,.ith the :1dr:lir^.ls. •:.21 MZ^
on 0. I've long pun,-,1c6 over
tic potential relationshi-o bet:rwrcn these three
detii ns.
r.13

1..otilcr UC user, but a distinctive design t1_o.t
St! i;s t .r; per f orator Was
for use in t he
i ref office.;rc, r Ducts cl:tcc_i 1 '13 1 2.0
C_ rc

recorded so w i

ly

aren't ;arc S

::a.

F round?

_L 1e acne-ars to be identical to h,1.6,^ so IraC

the 'Co' e::.ovcd because of corporate -,c;olic,;', or
severe da aLe? i,i._.^]_'^ins T.:re-rc wholesale grocers
r.:.. _. have no record of si.6 on an Edir^rd.
!; 'Inc UC catalogue has an identical design listed
?eaver Cornpanyr, -;uffulo,is directly
across tic border fro-,l Fort Erie. If the perc`ra ;Or w: as spar Cd liith ci 1 2 ..11.Cil off 10G fo r ra^ e
Can<:_d _ar na _]_in purposes it would c,_-plain the
CCL1"'Cit,;r I1c.l eliClin ttc .;.h `roc.,, this grou')in

.12 i r, , e a : a lcorlf'irned re::)ort ti) ).t ti i s is also
on The corporate irr:.s acne co lnection
t- 11C
fin.arlcial dcV( lo-:)iaciit o:'' tilt CPii.
eriia')s
ti c i?.: cr was a oor i'lant co: .lpa ny t It:! -1-itt le d aCla, a ir1C S:. , and :.lay have been disolved around
i`,1 j?
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i.. 13 the- excise s taero serves to pay the tax on recci,ts andi, I believe, the 2y postage sta_aps
cculu <_" :•rell. Pcroa..,s all copies l:,car f isca.l
r:cels?
Jocs anyone know thi history of this
USC

li forerunner to Ontario ilydro, trio_ co" ere
reported, one dated 1912 and the other 1923.
there should be- more exariples of the three
st:t; , c ("vr:_ilr i:)J_e, spana.ing the eleven year

c _i_od even if use was li,e:ited to 'after roues `
o,aerat.i_ons.

/AL

s.6 U5E confined to the Edwrards iss..e, the user,
acco.rdin ; to TOPICS, larch 1969, in
1)01' and leased in 1912 to the UPI. one cover
nown bearin.; a i,,39, date unknown. rerlaaps
is
t1,e Ci 1^ archives still has the perforator?

C.1 tentatively assigned to an unknown lontreal
user, the sta;ips known suggest nor;-lal postal
C3
usage of the tide. Did the P.O. object to its
si:iilarity trritii C.36 and ban its usc?
ii.lOb Obviously incorrectly rated by early collectors
N(o as .it 'h0, could' the code pin-be really a stray
hole considering the scattered range of issues
rciorted': Where have been several reports of
acid itional holes found on various lie ,,.T York Life
erfins which suggest these are unrelated to
tiac: intended perforator design. Ito covers have
becn rc7_norted. I'ci inclined to believe that
the Halifax: branch did not own a perforator and
th 11.10b, like il.lOn, should not be listed.
NZt
it he -O, rcnt that all of this is highly -neculative and
represents, aa.t ocst, :uy own reaction to a group of elusive designs
which run C rntel to the nor-,ally expected City `l hies of Sta::ns

users would c:uloy. If nothing; else perhaps these re:iar'_is ;rill
provoke this reucain, into writing an alternative opinion and help
our Editor i,y contributing to this newsletter.

C-12 - International Harvester Company

cage S

F O R W A R D
C.12n - Type 9- Ottawa: During the process of studying missing code holes, one frequent
and frustrating item has kept appearing in submissions examined from different sources.
I refer to a large sized stamp with two complete (or almost) CHI impressions, each with
missing code holes, the left die with C-4 missing, the right die with C-5 missing. Later
impressions, beginning about 1931, show the left die missing C-4 hole and an additional
missing hole at H-2. The missing H-2 hole appears to be a progressive break of the same die
head and both impressions have clear, sharp holes. Many ordinary size stamps iith
either impression are known to be held as an unidentified or 'Belleville' perfin.
The pilot article of the series published in October, 1983, clearly illustrates in
fig.(vi) my own copy of 11142 with both code holes and C-4, C-5 missing. The appeal for
identification at the time brought nothing in positive results, and the stamp was put
back in its slot on my 'Belleville' page. Recently two similar die breaks were submitted
by Hanes and Dicketts on #155, 10c Mt. Hurd and #208, 3c Cartier, the latter showing the
additional H-2 missing hole. Mike has also sent me a photo of his 'Belleville' page
and amongst the remaining stamps there are two copies of 11219 with the missing C-4 and
H-2 holes, the latest stamp number recorded to date, and two 11197, 3c Medallions. With
the new Index No.10, 10(2), and No.11 reportings of the C.12 series to follow, Mike now
is able to allocate five of his to the Ottawa office.
This particular span of nine years included an unusual number of four regular issues
and a full range of commemoratives, and these issues are all known to have extensive use
with the C.12 perforator at larger centres. It has always seemed quite puzzling to me
that no positive identification of the relatively common missing C-4, C-5, H-2 holes has
surfaced since this series was initiated. After some further thought and experimentation
with the die spacing, I have tentatively come to a conclusion that the missing C-4 and
C-5 hole sequence will generally always appear together on any large stamp or small stamp
pair, without identifying code holes. This would be quite possible if the first two dies,
say, of a five die head suffered the damage. Thus when a pane of large sized stamps was
lined up with the perforator paper guide, the first stamp or other stamp position will
always receive the perfect two die impressions with the missing C-4, C-5 holes. Similarly,
small sized stamps will always register a perfect single punch with either the missing
c-401-2) or C-5 hole. To identify the die head position and user office, a horizontal
pair of a large stamp or vertical pair of #208 (stamp is perforated longwise) might be
the answer, but such pairs are difficult to locate. Perhaps a cover or multiple piece
may be reported after these thoughts reach the study group.
To illustrate, stamp 11142 has been lined up as in a pane, five stamps across, and the
exact position of the two damaged C-4 and C-5 designs or outer holes are shown as they
might register. The five die punch would cover the space of 2 1/2 stamp surfaces, and
even with or without margin selvedge, the complete pane could be folded or perforated
flat from either outer edge. In either case the perforator machine could have produced
two centred C.12 impressions on each of four or five stamps in each of ten rows of the
pane, and thus the C-4 and C-5 missing hole sequence with no code holes - always on the
large stamp! A cancel or cover with the identification of the user office of the two
die sequence may have to be the answer.
Recently I received in the mail an envelope of C.12 rejects and discards from Dave
Hanes 'to look over' and like Dave said they are a sad looking lot. However a 2c Scroll
#150 with a faint part of a CDS cancel has yielded a very light 'OT---- with another
'O'(ntario) at bottom, this stamp one of six similar in the lot with no cancels has the
missing C-4 hole! On the assumption that this poor example might be the link needed, I
examined my own 'Bellevilles' and can now report a positive link to Ottawa by a partial
roller 'TAWA---O' on #199 with clear C-4 and H-2 holes missing.' This stamp ties
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Illustrated is the spacing of the C.12n impressions with the missing C-4 and
C-5 hole sequence as they might register on a row of large stamps.

in perfectly with Mike's #197's referred to earlier. There is of course the possibility
that single stamps #150 and #199 are not the same die breaks as illustrated on the large
stamps, since only one or two missing holes could be co-incidental with two different
office users. At this point, and for this study, we will assume the single and large
stamps with either or both C-4 and C-5 breaks are from the same office, Ottawa, until we
get a large stamp tied down which may now he reported.
#208 - 3c Cartier (1934) from Mike Dicketts with no cancel of
origin, but showing the C-4, H-2 and C-5 missing holes, the
progressive break of H-2 hole after C-4.

F

Also shown is #191 from Dave Hanes' discards
which, as of now, is the earliest stamp examined
(1932) with the C-4 break and additional missing
hole at H-2. The new Index No.10(2) has been
allocated to the single stamp, identified to the
Ottawa office by large roller cancel illustrated
under the new reportings of Index 10 and 10(2)0
Code Hole 9 outside of C:9 is missing in both
examples.

Could Members recheck their C.12n Ottawa examples, and unidentified 'Bellevilles' after
reading the new reportings, and list by stamp # and missing hole data each Ottawa item
held and send their list to me? If all 33 holes are present, state complete design' for
the stamp number. If you hold a partial design, record whatever missing holes are visible
and state 'incomplete'. For the purpose of this listing, partially cut holes and visible
'blind' holes DO NOT count as missing holes or die damage. The Ottawa listing refers to
all examples, with and without code holes, for the continuing study of damage progression,
and the stamp numbers will provide the needed data for the 5 die head reconstruction,
which may be of interest to some. If selvedge remnants are still attached, please state
position or show in drawing, etc. It would help me somewhat if anyone sending in photos
would show the C.12 design with the '0' position at bottom, either right or left; the
actual perfin position being of no matter for die head reconstruction.
I have tentatively produced the 5 Ottawa die heads that are possible from the material
available in the following diagram. What I am wondering is how many would be interested
in the project of die head reconstruction as a long term goal, if and when the missing
code hole items are out of the way? The five Ottawa die heads just fell into place, as
it were, and seemed a natural extension of the present study. I do not at present wish
to get too involved in die damage when; the code hole is present, but after all or nearly
all 'Bellevilles' are identified, Mike and I would undertake to reconstruct some of the

Pa e / 0

very interesting towns. Two users on the horizon are London and Lethbridge, each
having very distinctive die breaks with some complex progressions. I think an album
page showing illustrations of the five die heads with the stamps mounted underneath
each design would be a worthwhile project. Anyone who likes the idea might so indicate
when sending in the Ottawa List, and we'll decide how best to proceed. The following
reconstruction diagram may have its appeal to some in that it includes the die breaks
and those intact with the code hole, and some may cover a range of issues from the
Edwards to the very end.
Jack Benningen
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